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Abstract:  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Big Idea: 

Both Finn and Henry have always had a need for speed. This creation will satisfy their 

needs. They are going to make a Go Kart which is made completely from scratch: from the steel 

frame, to the steering system. Henry has been in the lab for most of his time at Menlo and has 

always walked by the hanging Go Kart and thought how amazing it would be to build one. As a 

sophomore he remembers thinking that making something like that would be unfeasible. So 

when the opportunity presented itself, Finn and Henry were all in. Making this Go Kart has 

already interested us in the mechanics of cars that are in daily use. From their research they’ve 

learned about different steering techniques such as the rack and pinion steering.  

Rack and Pinion steering is a kind of steering where the axle that the steering wheel is 

connected to a gear. The steering wheel and the 

gear are set in place and are unable to move. The 

gear (pinion) moves along the rack (3 in the 

diagram). The rack pushes the purple pieces in 

the diagram tilting the wheels. This is an 

extremely successful technique for steering 

however it has to be extremely precise and if 

measurements weren’t exxact it could throw off 

the entire system. 

Along with learning about the mechanics 

of actual cars, we are improving our skills in the tool shop along with learning new ones such as 

welding and grinding. Welding is a practice that will take up a good sum of our time with this 

project, and is extremely useful when making all kinds of things. Although it may take a while to 

become skilled at it, it will be extremely beneficial in creating a strong base for the Go Kart. 

 

Introduction: 

Finn and Henry chose this topic because as the world progresses, transportation will 

become more and more important. They decided that making a car may be a little ambitious so 



instead settled on a Go Kart. Instead of going into the long, boring history of cars that they’ve 

heard 100 times, they’ve instead decided to dig into the history of Go Karts. The Go Kart’s 

history begins in 1956 when Neighbors Art Ingels and Lou Borelli combined a chassis with a 

lawnmower to create the first ever 

Go Kart. After testing the Kart, 

many people saw and decided they 

too would create one. In the same 

year, the Go Kart had become so 

popular that races began to be held 

in the Rose Bowl. Only a year after 

the first klugee golf cart was built, 

was the first company, GoKart 

(Yes, a very creative name), was 

invented. 

For the next 20 years, Go Karts were thought more of as a hobby and people made them 

in their own backyard. However this changed in the 1980s when Go Karting was recognized as 

an official sport and the technology improved. Instead of the old box design, the oval design was 

adopted making the Kart more aerodynamic. Small changes have been made since but nothing 

drastic. Today Go Karts can be found at different companies' facilities. Although I haven’t been 

to one in a long time, they are extremely fun and I hope to bring our future Kart to a course in the 

future 

 

Design: 

For our project we are creating the frame for a two-seater goKart. We are planning a 

simple box frame with a front and back bumper which extends out. We will have either four or 

five cross sections to support the outer frame. The frame will be made entirely of 1 inch square 

metal tubing with most likely ⅛ inch thickness. The welded metal will be a strong base For the 

front wheel we are not using an axle but rather uses a simplified version of this can be seen in 

our cad drawing depicting one side of the front “axle”. The wheel has internal ball bearing so we 



have decided to anchor it to the metal frame by slotting a metal bolt through. This bolt will then 

be welded to a metal pipe, through which a second bolt is running through enabling the steel pipe 

to twist around, thus angling the wheels. This second bolt will have washers between the steel 

pipe and the two metal pieces of its framing in order to minimize rubbing on the metal itself. The 

steel pipe will have another welding piece coming off of it that is going to be hinged to a longer 

metal bar which is connected to the steering wheel’s rod. When the Steering wheel is turned the 

metal bar will go one direction or the other and subsequently the steel pipe will be pushed or 

pulled either in the left or right direction, making the wheel turn with it. Because the two front 

wheels have ball bearings already in them, the wheel will be freely rotating by themselves and 

will minimize friction and torque on the other pieces.  

For the actual steering apparatus, We are going to have our steering wheel connected to a 

metal rod that is free to turn. This metal rod will be slotted through a metal pipe that will be 

welding to the frame of the kart, keeping the steering wheel in place. The end sticking out of the 

pipe at the bottom will have two seperate pieces of metal attached to the metal bars coming from 

either front wheel, connected by a bolt to allow it to turn. Above the steering  rod pipe will be a 

stopper of some kind (either a washer or ring of some kind) that will be welded to the inner rod 

to prevent the wheel from moving up and down through the pipe. By slotting the rod through a 

fixed exterior pipe, it will allow for the steering wheel to move freely while fastened in place. 

For our back wheels we are using a single axle that runs between the two wheels and will be 

fastened to the  metal frame with ball bearings, allowing the entire axle to move together. 

Attached to the axle will be a large gear that our motor will be chained to, utilizing the 

mechanical advantage of the motor's smaller gear to the axle's bigger gear.  

On top of our frame we are going to weld a metal sheet(s) to provide a platform to place 

the rest of the seats and parts on. For  our set we will be using simple chair backing to provide a 

backrest but doesn’t take up much space and is relatively light. The second  seat will be 

positioned on  top  of a raised box platform that will be directly behind the  first seat. This will 

minimize the space needed for the two people and also give a place  to place the batteries needed 

for the motor. This conservation of space should help with keeping the gokart short enough while 

also allowing us to fit two people. Above the back axle will be a cover sheet that we will then cut 



a space through for the gear and then put the motor directly over it, slightly raised on a raised 

platform. This will allow the chain to be perfectly aligned and prevent the chain from slipping. 

The motor will be controlled by a motor regulator which will help with controlling the actual 

cart. The kart will be very back heavy with the batteries and motor located towards the back 

along with the two people, so to compensate our front axle is positioned further down the frame 

to try and have a better center of mass so that the kart doesn’t flip.  

 

CAD Drawing of plain frame plus the back axle: 

 

CAD Drawing of Front wheel turning system and wheel: 



 

DUE TO SCHOOL CLOSURE WE DO NOT HAVE THE COMPLETE CAD FILE 

HOWEVER WE WERE ABLE TO FINISH THE GO KART MODEL 

 

Theory: A serious study of the physics equations that underlay the project (how it works exactly) 

or experiment. A complete scientific explanation and background of the experiment or project. 

Momentum equation: vp = m  

Our Go Kart with a person in it will carry a lot of weight because of the heavy motor, steel and 

most importantly the actual person. Momentum is a good thing but it’s important that it doesn’t 

compromise acceleration which is something that could be viewed more important especially to 

amateur drivers. We would be able to measure the acceleration of our kart by using the formula 

. We could measure the force of the car using a force meter and from that point divide it/ma = F  

by its mass to be able to calculate its acceleration. This is of course  ignoring friction which if we 

wanted a more accurate acceleration we would need to measure the force of friction on the 



wheels with the equation with the coefficient of friction being  for the tires and theNf = μ  

normal force being our mg of our kart. Because we don't have access to anything at present we 

are not able to calculate the actual measurements 

For our gokart we wanted to maximize mechanical advantage to attempt to get the 

greatest output we could get. Mechanical Advantage is  which we can alsoout/F in ₁/D₂F = D  

translate to the radius of the larger gear on our axle, over  the smaller gear on the motor 

itself.Difference in gear size allows the motor to generate a greater force for the entire kart and 

so with our larger gear being much larger than the motors, we were able estimate a mechanical 

advantage.This of course was the optimal measurement and its was estimated using rough 

estimates from when we ordered the parts and were unable to actually calculate the force and 

measurements due to school closing down 

Mechanical Advantage out/F in ₁/D₂F = D  

 

5) 

Next Step: 

We were only able to get to the point of getting our metal which is now stuck in the lab. 

With our materials in hand however, we would begin by first tacking together our frame and 

fitting the pieces all together. Once we ensured that all of our pieces, including the motor, seats, 

steering mechanism, and batteries all fit and line up correctly, then we would proceed with 

actually welding the metal together. Once we have welded the frame together, we would begin 

welding the sheets, and also attaching the chairs and platforms. Once all of the metal framing 

and platforms are done then we can start hooking up the motor and brake systems as well as 

figuring out our battery system and attaching them to the kart. Our front wheels, while they could 

be checked to make sure they are working at any time because we would’ve secured them with a 

bolt and nut, would remain off to allow for the easiest time welding and attaching other parts. 

The wheels would cause the kart to slide about which would be ideal, so the front wheels would 

be attached later on. For the back wheels we still need to decide how exactly we are going to 

attach the axle to the wheels. We need to figure out whether we want to weld it together, screw it 

down, or just fix it in place by placing stoppers on either side. Once we finished up our base and 



wheels, we could then spend any remaining time incorporating designs, and fine tuning 

adjustments to making the kart run smoother. 

In february we were able to completely finish our CAD design of our go kart, at least our 

initial model. With that completed we were then able to purchase our metal to start creating the 

frame. Some of our metal pieces still needed to be cut at a forty-five degree angle. We were able 

to start this by using the band saw, however we were never able to finish the pieces due to the 

closure. Our next step is to start taking our frame together and working on the welding of our Go 

Kart. However with what’s going on in the world right now we don’t have access to a welding 

machine. Because of this the steering wheel and steering system still are incomplete and need 

exact dimensions as well as materials. The issue with the steering that we would now face is that 

we would need to weld the bolt that will run through the wheels onto the rotating cylinder that 

allows them to turn however we have no access to the welding machine. Furthermore we would 

also have to weld the steering and the rod to the frame of the cart which is impossible at present 

as we lost access to our metal. In order to continue our project we would need to go out and buy 

our new pieces for the steering wheel however we won’t be returning to school in the coming 

months to use the welder (and still have enough time to finish) and gather our materials, we feel 

as though we shouldn’t go out and spend more money on parts that we won’t be able to use to try 

and finish our project. With that in mind we have thought a lot and have come to the 

heartbreaking decision to disband Fenry’s Motors Go Kart initiative. The situation in the world 

has forced our hand and it is with great sadness that we must shut down our go kart operations to 

move on to new things. We each chose to pursue our passion of lacrosse and built three-by nets. 

 

Appendix A: 

 

Motor/Gear Supplied 

Wood Supplied 

Motor Regulator $40 (Already Bought) 



Steel  2 1 inch steel rods 2 feet 

2 1 inch steels rod 6 ¼ feet 

5 1 inch steel rods 34 inches 

4 1 inch steel rods 8.5 inches 

(All ⅛ walls ) 

1 1 ⅜ inch diameter cylinder 56 inches 

$180 

Steering Wheel Roughly $10 (Possibly Supplied) 

Chairs Roughly $20 (Possibly supplied) 

Brakes More research needed 

 

Citations: 

Go Kart History, Capital Karts, February 2016 https://www.capitalkarts.com/go-kart-history/ 

What is Go Karting, Pole Position Raceway, 2012 

https://www.polepositionraceway.com/blog/what-karting/ 

Understanding Your Car’s Steering, Learn Engineering, October 2018, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=em1O8mz7sF0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.capitalkarts.com/go-kart-history/
https://www.polepositionraceway.com/blog/what-karting/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=em1O8mz7sF0


Henry Lacrosse Goal: 

This project had multiple constrictions with the largest being time and resources. With only 2 

weeks to construct an entire project I unfortunately had to drop down from making a Go Kart to 

a lacrosse goal. That being said I thoroughly enjoyed making the goal. My second largest 

constraint was resources. Y supply of resources came from a friend that has a tool shop in their 

garage which is pretty lucky. My original plan was to use 1x1 pieces of wood. However, I was 

fortunate enough to find plastic piping. I decided to use that instead to replicate the roundness of 

a lacrosse goal. The tubing used to connect the piping however wasn’t great. It fit it very loosely. 

So once I cut the plastic pieces out and attached the connectors I had to screw them together 

which actually wasn’t an issue. The screws doubled as holding the net in place as well. Once that 

was attached the product was ultimately finished  

 

Issues: 

The two largest issues were the connectors and the net. The connectors at my friend's house only 

came in 90 degree angles. Therefore my back piece of the goal didn’t extend as far back as I 

would have liked it to. This caused the goal to not be super 

balanced and if taking a shot occasionally tip over because 

the goal is 3 feet tall and 3/√2 long. The other main issue 

was the netting which is an easy fix when I get access to 

more resources. The netting is very low quality and isn’t 

meant for a lacrosse goal. Once quarantine is over I plan on 

getting better netting and attaching it to the goal and tying it 

to the frame of the goal which is a more traditional way of 

doing it.  

 

 

 

 

 



Supplies List:  

 

15’ 1.5 inch plastic tubing 

5 1.5 inch 90 degree pieces 

20 screws 

Netting 

Drill and Saw 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Making of a Three-by Net 
Finn Leschly 

Dr. Dann 
Applied Science Research 

1 May 2020 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract: Due to the termination of class in response to the covid-19 crisis, I was forced to alter 
my project from a go-kart to a three-by lacrosse goal. The goal was made of 1 x 3 inch wood 
formed screwed together to form two conjoined congruent rectangles. Due to a lack of 
materials,the netting is currently in a prototype form of garbage bags, however it serves its job as 
working for a goal in the game of three-by. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Big Idea was to create a three-by goal because itasan attainable goal to be working 
on at home and I had most of the necessary materials needed to make a final product. I got 
theideabecauseilove the game lacrosse and whileitsifficultotplayfull fieldlarosse while in 
quarantine, There is a game called three-by which I have played in the past that is a fun, fast 
paced mini version of lacrosse. Since it was both a feasible and a task that I could utilize in the 
future and enjoy using, I decided to build it.  

This was interesting for me to explore because I love the game of lacrosse and am always 
looking to improve, and three-by is a great fun way to improve stick handling and spatial 
awareness. Having my own goal, and not having to rely on someone elses is really nice as it 
allows me to play anytime. There may not be much relevance to the world per say but it is a fun 
game that me and my friends enjoy and could help us get through the rest of this quarantine. 

There wasn’t much I could do in terms of designing a project other than using my tools, 
wood  and screws, to make something work. I originally had three planks of 1x3 wood that were 
each around seven feet long that I then cut up into 6 pieces of slightly varying length in order to 
account for the wood widths. I then drilled the  pieces together to create the 3’x3’frame as well 
as the 3’ x 3’ base. I chose to make the base and frame the same size because I was worried 
about stability and keeping the goal upright. The base provides enough weight this way to keep 
the goal down in case my imperfect alignment of the frame could have somehow tilted the 
goallover. The wood was extremely hard, resulting in some of the screws to actually break while 
being screwed in so there are  remnants of the  screws on top that I was unable to get out without 
potentially damaging the wood and with my finite resources, I didn’t want to take any chances. 
No CAD unfortunately because this was all done from home and had no access to it. 

The next steps would be to get some actual netting once  I am able to go to the store.I 
would then screw in the netting on the surrounding frame using my  wood screws and drill. Once 
the netting was in I would then need only  wait for quarantine to end so that I can  bring it out 
and play with some of my teammates and definitely use my gal over Henry’s. 

I was successfully able to put the three by goal together using the drills in my garage. I 
don’t have anyone to play with at the moment however so it is going unused. Here is a photo of 
the  final product: 

All in all, considering the circumstance and resources I had access to, I was just happy I 
was able to do something to finish off the year of  asr as well as use it as a distraction to help 
take my mind off of quarantine. The project will hopefully get used in the months to come as 
well as for years in the future. 
 
I would like to acknowledge Bo Leschly who occasionally helped hold down the wood and act as 
a clamp while drilling. 
 
 
 



Appendix A:  
Wood - supplied from home 
Wood Screws - supplied from home 
Drill - supplied from home 
Saw - supplied from home 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


